Manager Milling Development

Are you burning with enthusiasm for developing new face and square shoulder products?

We look for you, experienced in milling and with the desire to give customers added value. You should have earned a masters degree in engineering or equivalent, and have visions of how Seco should continue to develop successful milling products.

You should enjoy being in the center of development and contribute to continuous development of the milling groups application competence and ability to innovate. You support the project groups in their work and stimulate and develop cooperation and transfer of competence. You meet with customers and market representatives and contribute to building future product strategies. You should be outgoing and preferably have experience from project leadership. It is a merit if you can communicate in several languages, where English is a must. Focus on goals and time in deliveries should be close to your heart. As manager you are also responsible for budget, setting salaries, performance reviews and resource allocation to projects and activities.

For more information about the position please contact Alena Nordqvist, +46 223 405 50. Union representative: Sveriges Ingenjörer are Tommy Larsson +46 223 402 73, and Christer Jönsson, +46 223 402 62, Unions.

Send your application by e-mail to rekrytering@secotools.com, titeled ”Manager Milling Development”. We would like to have your application latest by 2008-03-20.